COSMOSES - Doctrine of Cosmoses

1/1-7

Doctrine of Cosmoses Part I
The Doctrine of Cosmoses enables each of the 7 Cosmoses
to be seen from its own viewpoint as observer , not solely from man's
point of view. ( the summer programme referred to in 1/1&2 is Study
Society reading material , probably for 1965)
Physical , natural & spiritual bodies considered , first of man
and then of earth. Found to be of same level but of different substance
due to the different scales involved. The composition of the substance
of the respective bodies then related to the different food , air and
impressions of man and earth
2/1-3

AQQendix - Principles
Time & size difference of 30,000 which ratio also applies to
food,breath and impressions assimilation. Food,breath and impressions
energy exchanges linked with cosmoses one,two and three above &
below each other. Each cosmos has potential of physical body (from
food),natural body (from breath),spiritual body (from impressions) and
divine body (from creator).
Levels of matter in universe relative to observer, but velocities
constant and indicative of function involved. ( see Appendix Volume for
velocity grid & table)
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Table of !Y.pical Cosmos 'set-up_:
Relationship of a cosmos with those 4 above & below.

2/5
Table of different times & sizes of cosmoses (see
Appendix Volume for further tables)
3/1-9

Doctrine of Cosmoses Part II
11 or 12 classes of entity from sub-atomic to island universes.
A cosmos considered to include 4 or possibly 5 entities below & above
it in scale.Nature of each revealed through its time- illustrated by
comparison of man's breath (3secs) with nature's (24hrs), nature's with
the earth's breath (1 yr) , that with the sun"s (30,000 yrs). Idea of a
comP-lete cosmos illustrated by universe.sun and man, each containing
the energy source for its own realisation - sun for universe , atom /
unmanifest sun for man , man for sun.
Separate & distinct periods or orders of dimensions
considered to illustrate principle that a complete cosmos must include
6 different entities and a 7th which repeats the first on a different scale.
(all papers probably mid-60s)

·.-_,.";:_::.;..-
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THE DOc'.l'HINE OF COSMOSES•

PART I._

The summer programme is based on the Doctrine of Cosmoses.
It shows us how the world is reflected in ourselves - how the
deeper we are able to look within ourselves, the deeper and
fuller ou.r perception of the world bocomes, until finally,
perhaps, the two are merged in one....
why the world is as

And it shows us too,

it is, for we see it all from a certain

point of view, the viewpoint of man, the observer.
:But the Doctrine of Cosmoses goes much further than this.
The approach used in the summer programme is only a begill:!1-ing.
Everything in the summer programme is taken from man's viewpoint :But suppose man did not exist

man is always in the centre.

any longer - suppose he disappeared frcm the scene.

The Doctrine

of' Cosmoses would still be just as true, for man is not the only

observer.

Each of the seven cosmoses is an obs5rver - each

can take the centre of the stage.
Each of the seven cosmoses is a living being.

Ea.oh ha.s

-. its own time, its own breath, its own intelligence_, and above

all, its own viewpoint of the world.

In fact, the world seen

from the viewpoint of' one cosmos is quita unrecognisable to
any other.

Each cosmos has a completely different view of the

world, and yet it is all the same world.
The idea that living beings exist on different scales

throughout the universe is quite foreign to modern thought.

I:f'

it was once understood in the past, it has long since been forgotten.

But these living beings actually do exist, and they are much
nearer to us than we suppose - mueh more interested in us than we
think, nmoh more of' an influence throughout our lives.

That

is the great secret - that is what the Doctrine of Cosmoses is
all about.
But how can we

different beings are like?

possibly dis.cover wha. t these

Row can we know what they feel,

what they are thinking, what their sensations are?

What does

the Earth feel, for instance, and what kind of thoughts does she
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have?

Does she breathe in a.nd out as we do?

makes her alive?

What is it

And what relation does she have to other

cosmoses above and below her?

Of what significance to her

is man, for instance, and how is she aware of the sun?

The Doctrine of Cosmoses oan answer all these questions.
But it needs a little time, and quite a. lot of thought.

One

has to go slowly at it, step by steP•••••
Take, first of all, the approach in the summer programme.
The summer programme stresses the affinity between cosmoses at
an equal distance above and below man, the observer, and shows
how these cosmoses relate to aorta.in levels of matter of which
his d.i.f:f'erent •bodies• are ma.de,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SUn

••••••••••• ~ •••Ea.r.t h

~7

· .ica.l , •• M.osphere
llaa (observer)

••• 0011

•••••••••••••••Jfoleeule
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.Atom

Cells a.re associated: with tho biosphere, and these taken
together relate to the matter of which man's physical body is made;
molecules are associated with the earth, and these ta.ken togother
relate to the matter of which man•s natural body is ma.de;

and

atoms are associated with the sun, and these taken together relate
to the matter of' which man•s spiritual body is made.
Some of these relationships are easier to grasp than
o-t hers.

l3ut thoy

actually do exist, and i:f' wo ask ourselves why' it

- should be so, we realise that the cosmoses in question being

the same distance away from us, above as below, it is natural th93

should appear to be rolatod.

It is simply a. mattor of diste..nce,

or to put it more oxactly, of relative magnitude •
.But do they only appear tQ be related, or is there a
deeper truth hidden behind all this?

Are atoms really connected

- -

- - - - - --

-

- -·

-

- --··
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with the sun, for instance, or do we simply see matter in
Is it a

this form, when we study it at such a distance?

coincidence that moleooles erlst in the earth's atmosphere,
And

whereas cells only en.at within the biosphere?
these levels of matter really mean?

wb.a.t do

Do the same levels

apply on every sea.le - do they apply to other cosmoses?
It is the last question which will give ue the answer
we need.

The same levels of matter~ e:x:ist ·on every scale.

Ea.eh of the se~n cosmoses poseesses these levels of matter.
Take once a.gain the earth, for instance.
If you put the earth_in the centre of the diagram as the observer,
what is it you find?
to•••••••••••~••••••••••••••All Galaxies

••••••••••••••••?iilky Way

\i~~l . ;

. __ ., f•.. Sun
Earth (observer)
9 ••••Biosphere

i*

·················~~
•••••••••••••••o••••••••••••Coll

The biosphere is associated with the sun, and these
taken togethe:r relate to the matter of which the earth's physical
body is ma.de;

man is associated with the milky way, and these

ta.ken together relate to the ma.ttor of which the earth's natural
body is ma.de;

and the cell is associated with th& galaxies, and

these ta.ken togother relate to the matter of which the ea.r.t h's

spiritual body is ma.de.

So the earth also possesses these different bodies,
or at least tho ma.tter from which they could be organised.

But

in the case of the earth the substance of which these bodies

consist is not the same as it is with us.
is the same, but the substance is different..

The ~ l of' ma tte:r
And naturally

this is so, for matter exists on different seales.
Having established the principle that these different
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levels of matter apply to other cosmoses, let us now tryto find a simpler way of visualising them - of undorsta.nding
what they really mean - for this at the moment is far from

clear, even in the case of man.
So fal", we have been discussing levels of ma.ttor which

:But if we ask ourselves

exist within the organism of man.

where these matters come from, and how they come to be there,
They ean only reach

we arrive at an interesting conclusion.

him, either through the food he eats, or the air
impressions ho receives.

he

Tb.ore is no other way.

breathes, or the
And the

food ma.n eats is cellular, and is obtained by him :from the
biosphere;

the air man breathes is molecular, and is obtained

by him from tho aa.rth's atmospheref

and tho impnssions man

reoeivos are a-tomio and electronic, and are obtained, at least

in their origin, from the sun.

So we can express the same

diagram in the following W83"1•••••••••••••••••••• Sun

••••••••••••••Earth

f••:BiospheN
Impressions

Food~

Man

(observer)

••• Cell
••••••••••••••••olecule
•••••••••••••••••••••Atom

And however

much we may question the existence of

different 'bodies' in other cosmoses, there can be little doubt
in our minds that as each of the seven cosmoses is "created in the
image a.nd likeness of the greatest of them ••• " they will ea.eh of
them eat, breathe and receive impressions in somo such way as
wo do, even though the outward appearance of these different
functions may seem ver., differOO'lt.

In the case of the earth,

for instance, our earlier diagram can now be expressed as followsa-
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r••• ....... •... •

.~llcy Way-

~

••••• Sun

i. ......

Air (

Impressions

Food!

(eroator of life on earth)

Earth (observer)
Biosphere

••••••••••••••••••Kan

{

{great laboratory)

(film of organic matter)

(living creatures)

••••••••••••••••••••••••Cell

The earth, as a li'Ving boing, obtains

her :food

from the biosphere - from the film of organic matter whieh
surrounds her. ·

This film of organic matter is provided for

her by the action of the sun.

The food she eats is absorb0d

into her. surface a.nd stored in the form of minerals - the whole
process takes place in a period of many thousands of years.

The earth, too, is a living being whieh breathes in
and out a.a we do.,

:But her breath is a much longer period than

ours - it takes e:xaotly a. year.

And the substance she breathes

is different too - it is composed of living creatures - animals and
plants in organic life which come and go with the

seasons.

These living creatures cover the earth's surface with life

a.t the coming of' spring - they provide the life giving energy on

which the earth depends•

This

store of iife/.fi.i~c~Wthe surf'ace of the earth is controlled
and regulated from a. point beyond the sun, in the llilky Way.
And finally the earth is a living being which

:receives impressions .

just as

-' Bu.t the substa.nco of which these impressions are made is
~ impressions are ma.de up of nerve,
very different from ours.

we do.

impulses, each with a duration of only some thousandth part of a
second.

But a 'nerve impulse• on the scale of the earth would

last for several days.

Changes in climatic conditions over the

earth's sur:face, changes in barometric pressure, humidity, temperature- a.11 these are
impressions for the earth.
::----::_----:--.

-:.

But the mechanism by

which these impressions are absorbed by the earth is the cell - in
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partioula.r the plant cell, whioh extends over the whole surface
of the earth like a sensitive film, and is able to respond to
the most delicate changes in tho atmosphero around it.
Now the range covered by impressions is very great.
over and e.bove the range of climatic changes occurring in the earth's
atmosphere a.re much mo~e subtle influences which reach her in the
form of radiations from outer space.

l\Y' far the most pow9r:ful of

those i-a.diations will be those which reach her from the sun.

J3Ut

beyond these again will be ini'luences of various kinds from the
milky Wa.'1' and the galaxies.

Some

or

these influonces may wsll

dete:rmine the na~tll'e of th9 earth herself.

For by controlling

the elements within the struotura of the germ cell, the actual form
of living creatures, even of man himself, will be controlled, and
in_ this way the kind of influence;;i the ea::-th t s sur:f'aoe can re·c ei VG

will be de•termined •

•
This

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
whol~ question of impressions - ~here they c~me from,

how they ~re absor~d, and how con'V9rtgd into different levels of
energy - is complex and dif'ficul t to U..'lderstand, in the case of'

man.

But how simple it is fo:r the earth!

Her spherical shape,

combined with har a:ti.3.1 rotation; ensures that impressions i'all
evenly over her surface.

When they r&ach her from outer space

they exist in the :f'orm o~ radiant snergy-;
meet. he:r

and it is no-; till they

atmosphere that th~y a.re converted into atoms or ions,

and. finally into .molecular forms which the bios:phsra ca.n absorb.

In the lower levels of the atmosphere, impressions become more and
mo:re dense, until finally the biosphere is reached, and its cellular

s$cture reacts to the nature of the su.rrounding sir - to climatic
conditions, temperature;pressure, electric pctential and so on.
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'm.e earth's atmosphere is in fact an extra.ordinary
mechanism for converting impressions.
And we learn from studying it
~ns upwards
that the ra.ng9 of impressioll1.1. ...·om cellular to molecular, from
molecular to ionic, and finally to radiant levels of' encrgr, in
whioh state they are presumably far beyond the earth's own threshold
Where, in fact, is this threshold actually reached?

of' perception.

Do molecules p@rha.ps define it, as eloctrons do for man?

Is there

significance in the fa.et that molecules do not exist outside the

earth and the planetary atmospheres?

Perhaps energy higher

than the molecular level is too fine for the earth to retain •

•
•
• • • • • •
So the earth is alive - there is no doubt about it, for
•

•

she eats, breathes a.nd receives impressions just as we do..

And

if we apply the same principles to other cosmoses, we shall find the
same thing is troe.

And in time, if we pursue the matter far

enough, we shall begin to unde:rstand what everything is :for - we
shall see how eaoh ooamos is related to the next, and how
everything in the tmiverse depends on relativity and scale.

!2!!,:

Fo~ those who wish to take the matter further an appendix

is attached which sets out the more important principles on which
the ooncluaions in this paper a.re based.
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APPENDIX

•

PRINCIPLES HELA.1.'ING 'l'O 'l'HE DOC'l'RINE OF COSMOSES•

1) Eaeh Cosmos has its own time.

Generally speaking, the time structurG

of one cosmos is of the order of 30,000 ~im&s that of another.
means that its lifetime, its rate o.f breathing , ·

This

the rate at whioh

it assimilates food and impressions - and consequently of course its

whole rate of living and its sense of time - is 30,000 times longer
tha..~ that of the cosmos below it in soale• and shorter than the one above it.

2) The time of sach Cosmos is directl.y related to its magni tud8 • This
otlao tho, order of 30,000 times t hat
means that the size of one oosmos is1or
of/all i ta
of another.
Conseq_uen tly of course the_ size of , all its parts,
also its own sensa of siEe will be corrospondingly increased.

argans,

~.nd

~•

T'ne ratio of 30,000 times cannot be taken too exactly in specific

- cases, - but is remarkably accurate when applied7nrthe whole range o'f

cosmoses, from the smallest to the larggst.

Obviously, individual

oosmosee,(e.g. stars, planets, gala.:rl.es) vary tremendously in size, but
the ~ size, and the ~ time, where .

near

~o 30, 000.

The

full

ra.ngfl

known, often come veey

of cosmoses known to us is as follows:-

eleotron(or proton) - atomic nucleus - molecule {organic) - cell - ma.n(or
living creature) - unit of organic lif$ - planet (earth or typical), - solar

system - star cluster - gala.x;y - universe.
3)

Ea.oh cosmos is alive, is born lives a.nd dies, eats, breathes and

raee,i ves impressions.

The lifetime of each cosmos is approximately

30,000 times longer than the periodic time f~~- assimilation of food;
the time for assimilation of food is appro:d.mately30,ooo times longer
than the periodic time of breathing; the time for breathing is
approximately 30,000 times longer than the periodic time of a single
impression ( e.g. a nerve impulse in the case of man).
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4) Each cosmos eats .the cosmos one below it, is f'ood for the cosmos
ono above it;

breathes the cosmos two below it, is breath for the

cosmos two above it;

receives impressions from the cosmos three below

it, and is itself impressions for the cosmos three above it.

lfa.n, for

instance, eats cellular matter, and in common with all living creatures

is food for organic life when he dies.

Ho breathes moloeular matter

(i.e.air) and in common with all living creatures is 'breath' for the
earth

{i.e. forms part of the earth's life principle);

he obtains

impressions from atoms or ions, (possibly also electrons), aJ'.Ld is
himself an impression for the sun, (possibly also for the llilicy' Way).

5)

In the timo a eosmos eats, the cosmos one below it lives and

.d.ies;in the 'time a cosmos breathes, the cosmos ·two below it lives
and dies; in the tinw a cosmos receives a single impression, the
cosmos three below it lives and dies.

It seems to be a law

connGcted with th.o oconomy of nature that this should be so.

lla.n

ga.ts cells, for instance, and cells livo :for about a. day; man

breathes molocules, and molecules live :for about three
soconds...

If it war~ not so, supplies would soon be exhausted.

6) Evor;y cosmos has a ph.ysical

ooq 1

which is derived from the

food he eats; a natural body 1 which is derived from the air he
breathes; a spiritual bodz, which is dorivad from the irgprsssions
he receives_; and a divine body 1 which is derived from his creator~
This does not ID9an, necessarily, that these different bodies ar&
organised - they are simply there in potential, and will not be

realised unless enough cf the required energy is pre&ent to enable
them to grow and develop+

The required energy is that derived

from the full development of each octave in the food table - food
octave, air octave and impressions octave respectively.

,#;. . i.e. from a source above, or beyond

him rather than within him.
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7) The pb..ysical body bolongs to the cosmos ons above, the natural
bod.y to the cosmos two ,above, .

· . the spiritual body to the cosmos

three above, and the divine body to the cosmos four cosmoses above
a. given cosmos.

In this connection it has been said that each

cosmos is three dimensinnal. for itself', that i~ exists in the
· oosmos;Riovo in the fourth dimension, in the cosmos two above in
. the sixt
. h
ths fifth dimension, and in the cosmos j hree
··
. above. in

dimtmsion.

The cosmos

four above would presumably be beyond

time for the cosmos in question.
8)

The level of di:ff'erent states of matter throughout the universe

~s a.lways :relative to a. :ga:rticula.r observer.
seal~ o:f"' levels in the universe.

said in the preceding sections.

determined by the ratio

Tb.ere is no absolute

'fllis follows from what has been

fhe level of matter is

between it and the observer - the

higher the ratio, the finer,or more subtle the level of matter
for the observer in question.

(Ratio in this sense means the

relation between the time of the observer and the time of tho
cosmos of which the matter is composed).
9)

The velocities associated with phenomena of the same order,

in ditferont cosmosesi are constant and invariable, and do not

depend upon scale.

Examples would be the speed of growth, the

velocities associated with the digestive process, the function of
breathing, the circulation of impressions etc.

The actual speed

of ~owth, for instance, would be the same for the milky way as it

would for the cell - and both might be expected to grow at about
the same speed as we do.
Velocity is therefore a direct indication of :function.
Wherever a. certain velocity is present in the universe, it is possible
to know in general terms at least what order of function is involved.
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'l'!PICAL SEIJ.'-UP OF A COSMOS

snowmo

ITS P.ELATION TO COSMOSES ABOVE A.ND J3ELOW.

world in which divine body of cosmos 0
exists; world from which higher influences
,,,,COSMOS
4
••••••••
,
reach cosmos O; appears ~o cosmos Oas
(
ini'inite in space and time.

.

world in which spiritual body of cosmos 0
ezi.,sts; world from which impressions are

_

COSMOS 3 •••••••• derived for cosmos O;

//'.,i//

appears to cosmos 0

as a point in space.

I

world in which natu.,.-a.l body of cosmos 0
erls'ts; world f'rom which breath is
COSMOS 2 ••• •••·•• derived for cosmos OJ app~ars to cosmos 0

as a line, i.e.as one dimensional.
world in which physical body of cosmos 0
exists; world rrom which food is
COSMOS I••••••••
derived for cosmos O;. appears to cosmos 0
as a surface, i.e. as two dimensional.

COSMOS O •• •• • •••

appears to· itself as three dimensional,
.
and exists ins three dimensional
space.

world from which matter of
physical boa;sr of cosmos O is made;
------COSMOS-I••••••• food for eosmos o;
appears to cosmos Oas four dimensional.
world from which matter of
na.tural body of cosmos O is made;
- - - - - COSMOS -2 •••••••
b~~ath for cosmos O;
appears to cosmos Oas five dimensional.
.

\

\ _ _'~

world from which matter 0£
spiritual body of 0osmos O is ma.de;
--~-~---- COSMOS -3 • ••••••
impressions ~or cosmos O;
appears to cosmos Oas six dimensional.

\\___

COSMOS

-4

world from which divine body
of oos~os O ia made;
gher :uuluenoes
~
for cosmos O;
beyond threshold of peroeption for cosmos

········hi

.

o.
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.Dll'li'.tm.ENT ·'!IMES.. nr D!FWWW '1'' ,maos-m'

cosmos

-8.'i

+

IO

s6cs.
I0- 4seos.

electron

atomic nucleus

-8.'i
IO
·§ ecs.

24

cell

hrs.

yrs.
(living orea.turo)(I yr.)
organic life
30,000 W•
80

man

3

sees.

24

hrs.

IO

(our earth)
star cluster

+

+

24

sees.
hrs.

6

2.4 x IO yrs. 80 yrs.
(9 x IOI~s.) ( 30 t 000 l!& • ) ( I Ps)
7 x IO yrs. 2.4XIO yrs.
2 x IO yrs.
1
15
19
2 :z: Io ;vrs • 7%10 ~
7 x Io yrs.

planet (avera~)7 x IO ~s•
solar system

+

3

yr.

I

+
-8.'i
IO sics.
I0- 4seca.

I0-4 sees.

3 sees.

moleoula

impression

food cyclo

lifetime

galaxy

24
2 x 10 yrs •

uni verse ·.

7 x IO yrs.

28 ·

7 x IOI9yrs.
2 x Io24yrs.

+

-8.c;
IO sees.

I0-4 sees.
3

sees.

24 hrs.
hrs.)
80:zrs.

( 24

6
2.4:x:IO yrs.

IO
7 x IO yrs.
15
19
7 x ro yrs. 2 x I0 yrs.
2 x Io15yrs.

-

NOm: Only those times which are underlined aro established; the remainder

are of co'lll.'so theoretical, being based on the factor of 30,000.

SIZES
proton's diameter
(electron's diamJ
nucleus of' atom
molecules

OF DIFFERENT COSMOSES.

IO-I8
I0-15 ·
. IO-I3

metres
metres
metres, average

I0-9

metr9s, average

xo:~ ~o 10--

cells
{ germ cell, (man))

IO

man

IO O metres

6

•·

metres
metres

4

Ulilit of or~nic Ufe )10 • 5 metres

1,. e.g.f'orest or river
2
(earth's diameter)
107• metres
moon's orbit

solar system(diam~

1rJ
metres
101 3 metres approx.

18
globular stai- cluster 10
21
milky way's diam.
10

'explored' universe

IO

theoretical size of
universe (einstein)

IO

metres average
metres '

22.5

26

metres (?pre-radio astronoIIzy")

metres

NOTE: certain of these figures may- be supe~seded by recent research.
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THE DOCTRINE OF COSMOSES.

PART II.

Having established in the precE)ding paper that each
cosmos is a living being;

that it exists in its own three

dimensional world, which is quite distinct from any other;
and that it stands in a certain relation to the cosmoses above
and below it, dep.ending on them for oerta.in things, and at the

same time providing certain other things for them;

and having

suggested that there ms.y be a finite number of thes0 different

cosmoses in the universe;

we have next to discover how many

cosmoses there actually are, and what in their real nature
is the difference between them.
If we study the different entities known to science, and

if we

' _ classify them according to their ma.gni tude, (and

where it is known, their time), we come to the conclusion that

there exist perhaps eleven or twelve classes of entity in the
universe, and that they range in magnitude from tho sub-atomic

particles at one extreme of the scale, to -the galactic nebulae
and island universes at the othersuniverse
galaxies

star clusters
solar systems

planets
organic li:fe
man

cells
molecules

a.toms
electrons(and other
elementary particl9s.)
But here we co~ up against a. difficulty.

As suggested

in the preceding paper, our own idea of what these entities
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are like depends upon the position we occupy amongst them.

It is

impossible for us to know what thoy are actually like in themselves.

The real sunf for instance, is certainly not the sun wo see in the
sky•

sun.

Truo enough, the sun we seo in the sky is pa.rt of the real

But it is only a.n a.tom of its e::d.stence, so to speak, for

it stands in the same relation to the real sun as an atom would

So the real

stand in rrelation to tho whole of a man's body.
sun is certainly much bigger than the sun we seet

Even entities nearer to us, such as cells and molecules,
present serious difficulties when

w•

try to discover their real

What is a. cell really like, for instance?

nature.

that its lifetime is of the order of 24 hours;

We know

so the 'present

moment• for a cell must be a thousandth of a second or lass.
1

A

da;y' .lasta for two or three seconds, and a 'year' for fifteen

or twenty minutes.

So during a. fow years of our time a. thousand

generations of cells have come and gone!
mazey- s'trango things

Perhaps this explains

about the cell - about the prenatal development

of our own bodies, for ins'tance, and how it can all take place at

such tremendous speed.
Now we have already established that each cosmos contains
several diffennt levels of matter within itself', and that these
~ifferent levels of matter are derivod from tho entities below it
in scale.

{ Man's physical body consists of cells, for instance,

his natural body is ma.de from molecules and so on).

It follows

that when we speak of a •cosmos• in the proper sense of the word,
we do not mean one of theso entities only, we mean sewral of them

In fact, it is difficult to know where to draw
the line, but we can at least bo

stU'8

that four of these entities

should be included in any complete cosmos, and even possibly a
fifth.

(In the ca.se of man, for instance, wo should have no

hesitation in including the four entities 'men - cell - molecule - atom'
in any description of the :matters of which he consists, and we might

well include the electron also, although the function of matter in
the electronic state within the human organism is far from clear).
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In a similar way, we ha.va established that eaoh cosmos lives
within, depends upon and belongs to several different entities above it
in scale.

Iri any description of a g;i.ven cosmos, therefore, it

is essontial once again that at least four different entities should

(In the case of man, for instance,

be included, and possibly a fifth.

we should have no hesitation-in including the four entities 'man -

organic life - earth - sun'

in any description of the worlds to

which he belongs, and we might well include the starry world also,
although the :function of this world in relation to man is not so
well established).
So let us be qui~ clear - when we use the word 'cosmos' in
relation to man we a.re referring, not just to man, but to ill, these
different entities above and below him, seen from his point of view
and fulfilling certain :functions in relation to himself.

EveryWng

man knows in the ordinary way about these dif'forent cnti ties - everything
too, that the scientists have discovered - about stars and galaxies,
molecules, atoms and electrons - all these things belong only to man's
viewpoint - they a.re seen as part of his own cosmos.

For man

cannot escape his own viewpoint of the world - this viewpoint depends

-

on his place in-tho world, and above all it depends on his time.
So how can we discover what the nert cosmos - the cosmos of
organic life - is really like?

The answer is simple enough.

The

cosmos of organic life is the same world - it consists of the same
entities - but these entities a.re se9n from a different viewpoint they are seen from a different~-

this means:MAB.
(
s"tar cluster
(
-'
••••••~••••••••sun

.! .
l

Let us try to discover what

(

•••••••••earth

•·••••• ••• sun.
'C
0

ti'::

••• cell

i

org. li:fe ( 24 hrs .. )

•••••••••coll

•••••••••••••••atom

electron

••••earth

•••• living creature

•••••••••molecule

(

•••••••••••••••star cluster

orga.nic life

man (3 seconds)

(

OllGilI C LIFE.
gal~

(

•••••••••••••••molecule

(
(

atom
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The world as man knows it is based on his time, and this
time is his breath - his 'present moment•~

Tho present moment

f'or· man_~s of the order of 3 s_eQonds - it takes man about 3 seconds

-to come to himself a.l'l.d take in the situation a.round him.
For
is
na turs - for organic lif'e - the same period/ · •· ·
24 hours.,

This doos not imply that nature is aware o:f the present moment
in the same wey tha. t we are - we have no knowledge about this"
But it does mean that a.11

her :f'anctions - eve:cy-thing that happens

in organic life - are based on this diurnal rhythm ..

-the breath of nature -

For 24 hours-

is the period o:f' the earth's rotation.

Every time that nature breatlles, the sun's rays oover the whole

of the earth's surface - once we understand this, once we realise
Nothing

that this is her breath, we begin to understand nature.

the scientists
can tell us, nothing we can read about in books,
,

is of a.n.y use without this key.

For it means that from nature's

point of view ·all the entities abovs and below her - molecules,
cells, living creatures, the earth, the sun and the sta:t'S - all
these have quite a different meaning - their function is quite
different, for they a.re based on a

!!-.!!. which

Consider the cell, for instance.
as the molecule is to man.
nature.
life.

is different from ours.

4be cell is to nature

'lhe cell is the secret of lif'e for

The sunts rays, falling upon the plant cell, :produce
And the process is the same as that o:f our own breathing.

But what is not generally understood - what no scientist ever
realised - is that the cell, from nature's point of' view, only
exists £or a. few seconds.

It only exists in re::peti tion, as

mol~oul.es do :for us.

This, then, is the cosmos of organic life - a world of
quite different relationships, ba.sed on a different time.
will the next oosmos - the earth - be like?

What

Once again i t will

be the same world - it will consist of the same entities - but these

entities will be seen from even farther away in time.

The present

moment - the breath of nature is 24 hours, but the breath of the
earth is a year - the time of her orbital motion round the sun.
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BABffl •
(
(

(
(

universe

.,,......

•••••••••••••••••Tlll.""-""1 way

•a.11 universes'
•••••••••••••••••universe
• •·••• •••••• milky way

.••••• • ••••• star cluster

•••••star cluster

]

!
.

sun( 30,000 ye,...,)

·••••• earth

•••••••••••org. life

'•• ••••••• •• living creature

....................man

molecule

{

cell

(

When the earth breathes, spring; summer, autumn and winter
come and go, for her breath is a yoar, and it coincides wi. th tho passing
of the seasons.

But when the sun breathes, the who1e of' organic life

is born, lives and dies.

For the breath of the sun is the period from

one ice age to the next - of the ordsr of 30,000 years.
So the sun is even farther away frmn us in time than the
earth.

A year of man's life is only a tiny fraction of a second of the

sun's experience.

Haw can we possibly grasp what this means - how can we

ever hope to know what the real sun is like?
Strangely

so

enough, it is not/

what the real sun is like

diffioul t to understand
'l'he reason

is

that the structure of the sun is nearer to our own than that of other
cosmoses.

The real sun is a complete cosmos.

This means that the full

possibilities of all three octaves belonging to the sun - the octaves of
food, air and impressions - exist in potential, and can bo realised.

The

only other cosmos of which we know this to be tme is man.

And if it is

true for man and the sun, it is also tme for the universe

the a.11, or

the PRO'l'OOOSMOS.

For it is in the image and likeness of PROTOCOSMOS that

man and sun are orea ted •.
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The universe, the sun and man - each is a complete cosmos.
And each is a self - creative being, that is to s~, each contains within
itself. thEr source of energy /1e~defor its own realisa. tion •
For the

universe, this source of energy is the sun;
atom (or the sun that exists within him);

for man, it is the
for the sun, strangely

enough, it is man.

How can man be a source of energy for the sun?
consider what the real sUii could know about man.

Let us

The sun could

not, fo:r ir.istance, know anything of individual man - it would
only know man as an inf'luence, or an impression.

The total

ef':f'eot of man's in:f'luenoe in the biosphere over hundreds and
thousands of years - this would be significant for the sun.
Man, as a complete cosmos, existing in his own right
in the biosphere, on a level with sun and univeree - this is a.

very big conception of man.

But this

is

what man could be,

and it is for this that he was oreateda-

••••
••••
••••
UNIVERSE •• ••

universe

star cluster
sun

earth
organic life
man

cell
molecule
atom
electron

••••

••••
Sean in this context, the scale of different entities
with which we started our discussion takes on a different meaning.
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In the :first plao&, if man and the sun both exist in a certain
medium or world, the universe must do so also.

But what is this

world - of what entities does it consist?
A.t

first sigi'lt it might appear that our scale of entities

should be extended - that the world being infinite, there is no
limit to the number of different entities it contains.

But when

we look ·closer into it we notice a certain affinity between
We notice, for

entities in different parts of the scale.

instance, that elactrons,atoms and molecules bear a close
resembla.nee to planets, suns and star clusters, both as regards
. structure, and the kin d of'/,niotions
• th whi ch they are
their
·· · · wi
associated.

By a stretch of the imagination this resemblance

can be ta.ken still further, to cells and galactic nebulae; and as
for man himself, is he not a mirror of the universe - does he not
con ta.in a universe within him?
When we set out the scale of entities in this way, putting

consti
tutesr
no
.longer
,

like entities in parallel with like, we find it

. -and ~eng.ing

continuous, series, but contains two ·quite separate and distinct
;periods or orders of di.m,msions, one of which lies above us and

the other below:ABOVE.

..:

:BELOW.

6

universe

6

man

5

gala:icy-

5

cell

4

star cluster

4

molecule

3

sun

3

atom

2

pl.anet

2

eleetron

I

organic life

I

••••

•

man

•

Let us be quite clear on this point -

• 0 ••

the relation between

these entities does not merely depend on our viewpoint.

We are

not, as in the previous discussion, comparing entities at equal
distances above and below us.
on different scales.

We are comparing parallel worlds
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We can, _if' we like, change man's position

In this ease; the dimensions will

in the period of dimensions.

change, bu1; the nature of each entity will remain distinct.

In the

example given above,man appears as a six dimensional continuum to tha
entities below
above him.

himf and

as a. point in relation to the entities

:But i:f we pttt man in the centre of the period, the

arrangement will be as follows::BELOW.

ABOVEo

6

••••

6

sun

5

••••

5

planet

4

••••

4

organic life

3

universe

3

man

2

ga.ls:q

2

cell

I

star cluster I

melecu.le

•

sun

atom

•

In this case it is the sun which appears as a. six dimensional
eontinuum to the entities below it' (i.a. to ma.n), and a.s a point -

a star - to the entities above it (i.e. to the universe).

To the

universe in its turn there will exist a six dimensional continuum
above it - of which we know nothing, except that its structure will

be similar to that of the sun.
This approach, at first sight, m;q appear academic, but it
gives us a very important clue.

A cosmos, in order to be complete,

must include a. whole period of dimensions.
It follows that there
are alwa..vs
•
;su essentially different entities in every complete c-osmos,
an~ e... seventh, which repea.~s tl}e first on a different sealea-

-

~

SUB.

OEIVEBSE.
6

••••

6

universe

6

sun

5

5

ga.la.%;1

5

planet

4

••••
••••

4

star cluster

4

organic lif'e

3

universe

3

sun

3

man

2

galaxy

2

planet

2

cell

I

star cluster

I

organic life

I

molecule

•

sun

•

man

•

a.tom
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Now the study of the greatest.of these three cosmoses the universe - is difficult for man.
the sun he would know himself'.

But if' man could understand

For everything a man could have

exists in the sun - it is in the sun that all his desires

are

And in learning to understand the sun a.s a complete

realised.

cosmos he would discover the meaning and purpose of other entities
above him - organic lire, the earth and the planetaey world.

For these entities actually form pa.rt of the sun, just as the
entities below us form part of our own bodies.
The sun stands in a special relationship to ma.n.

Man

is the matter from which tha spiritual body of the sun is ma.de.

And man's spiritual body is ma.de from the sun within him.

For

the sun has two different aspects for man - one manifest, in the
world outside, the other unmani.fest, in the world within~6

~"liverse

6

sun

6

man

5

galaxy

5

earth

5

cell

4

star cluster

4

organic life

4

molecule

3

sun

3

man

3

atom

2

earth

2

cell

2

electron

I

organic life

I

molecule

I

(charge on the electron)

•

man

•

atom

•

{ photon)

MANIFEST

film.•

-

KAB.

um.t!NIFEST

~

So the sun exists within us, as it does outside.

And

that is why to undorstand the sun would mean to know ourselves.
Let us see if we can find the 'Wa.Y••••••

